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Abstract

In this work is introduced a set of software components
for Human Robot Interaction (HRI) based on Finite State
Grammars (FSG), like Speech Recognition, keyboard in-
put or even task scripts. Normally FSG inputs like speech
recognition based interfaces interact only with navigation
devices. In this work is presented a set of components
that allows the developer to easily extend this interaction
to any device. Task Contexts and Awareness (both spa-
tial and situational) are provided so that the system is re-
active to events in the perceived world. Components then
use this common information structure to perform actions
on the surrounding interactive environment. The synergy
obtained from different system components can be used
for interacting also with key assistive technologies, such
as domotics, emergency management, driver support aids,
etc. Is demonstrated a scenario with a user interacting with
multiple robots that demonstrates some of the concepts of
the article. The software is available on-line with a LGPL
license so that others can benefit and contribute to it as well.

Introduction
The work presented herein started as a way to increase the
interaction possibilities of the Robchair [Pires and Nunes,
2002], autonomous robotic wheelchair. Speech based in-
teraction can be one of the few possibilities people with
physical disabilities have to interact with their wheelchairs
and the appliances they use. Speech based interaction has
the advantage of leaving the hands of the user free for
other tasks, and because the commands available via voice
are broader, the interaction has more possibilities than the
limited degrees of freedom of a joystick.

A finite state grammar (FSG) is one that maps language
to a state diagram which starts in an initial state, and each
step produces a word (or element; phoneme, syllable, etc.)
with each transition. At the final state, the sequence of
words produced is a sentence or phrase. In a complete fi-
nite stage grammar, we can theoretically produce any sen-
tence by tracing a path from left to right, from the initial
state to the final state. Transitions can also be closed loops
allowing for an infinite number sentences.

Normally FSG based interfaces, that can be speech
recognition ones, interact only with the navigation of the
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robot. In this work is presented a FSG based interface
that dynamically adapts to the robot environment, where
the lexicon of the commands reflects the abilities of inter-
action with the surrounding environment, and that is not
limited to control a single robot.

A light-weight cognitive layer is presented in the form
of specialized components that provide services like spa-
tial and situational awareness and also cognitive and topo-
logical descriptions of the environment. This cognitive
layer components allow a common user to ask the robots
to execute tasks, without caring for the encapsulated low-
level algorithms that the component will use. It is possible
to define tasks and behaviors that can apply to many robots
just by modifying XML configuration files.

In the lab it is very practical for a single user to inter-
act with a large number of devices e.g. managing a robotic
soccer team; it also proves practical in experiments that re-
quire the user to stay far from the computer/robot e.g. dur-
ing camera calibration while the user is holding a chess-
board he can instruct the computer to capture images while
he moves the chessboard.

The implementation is made as a set of components
for the Experimental Robotics Framework (ERF) [Xavier,
2007]. The developed software integrates with the Player
framework [Gerkey et al., 2003] for accessing real robots
and also simulated ones in the simulators Player provides.
For speech recognition is used the library CMU Sphinx
[CMU, 2001].

In this article some words are written in CAPS and
others in teletype. Capitalized words represent FSG
words, and teletyped words represent C++ classes.

Paper structure
This article is organized as follows. Section presents the
related work. Section describes the software architecture
of the components. In Section a experiment is performed
demonstrating the concepts used in the article. Future im-
provements are suggested in Section . Final remarks are
given in Section .

Related work
This section describes the bibliography of research made
in the field of speech based interaction, multi-robot inter-
action and spatial cognition and compares those works to



ours. In some bibliography it is possible to implement or
wrap their methods into our system.

Multi-modality, Speech interaction
The lexicon used in various speech based interfaces for
robotic wheelchairs is present in [Tellex and Roy, 2006].
A lexicon template used to control a single mobile robot
is specified in [Zelek, 1997]. In that article the commands
are formalized as specifying a verb, destination, direction,
and speed. Our approach does not enforce a template
for controlling the component or robots. Thanks to the
FSG approach our lexicon is customizable and extensible.
To allow this freedom we only specify the design of the
task context, and the context selector that are the base for
the multi-component system, and even these can be sub-
classed and still use the other components.

In [Flippo, 2003] is presented a multi-modal interface
that was built to control mobile robots for military mis-
sions using spoken language, keyboard, mouse, touch, and
gaze inputs, which can be used simultaneously. Although
we have not provided touch or gaze inputs, besides the
FSG methods we also have the possibility of interacting
with the environment using the GUI.

Multi-robot interfacing
The task of interfacing with swarms of robots is dis-
cussed in [Halme et al., 1995] where the author intro-
duces the concept of robot society. Both [Clark and Frew,
2003, Jones and Hinds, 2002] have developed 3D HRI for
interfacing of a single user to multiple robots with sup-
port for motion planning and robot trajectory generation
for target tracking. In [Makarenko et al., 2003] are stud-
ied the conditions under which the collaborative human
involvement in shared HRI will not jeopardize scalability
of the network of robots.

The multi-agent system (MAS) infrastructure, that
combines HRI with a simulation environment for Hu-
man Search and Rescue (HSR) operations is described
in [Nourbakhsh et al., 2005].

Context and Awareness
Context Acquisition is the mechanism used to understand
the robots situation. The concept was first described in
[Fong et al., 2004] but similar functionality can be identi-
fied in [Graves, 1995, Scholtz et al., 2004] that introduces
the concept of Situational Awareness.

In [Chong et al., 2000] is described a system that uses
vision to gain further spatial knowledge. In a previous
project [Xavier et al., 2005] we perceived the robot sur-
roundings, including persons, using data from a laser sen-
sor.

Qualitative and quantitative representations of space are
presented in [Kuipers, 2000]. Our approach for represen-
tations of the spatial knowledge is only based on tags,
which are only qualitative. Although components can
modify the tags of objects based on any classification al-
gorithms they implement.

Some systems like Navchair [Levine et al., 1999] have
different navigation modes depending of the situation.
These modes are general obstacle avoidance, door pas-
sage, and automatic wall following, and are selected with
a Bayesian network to decide what mode to activate based
on the chair location.

That approach is possible in our system by having the
spatial awareness load navigation components into ERF
depending of the tags of the zone the robot is in. Exam-
ples of this is the docking/parking behavior that is avail-
able when the user is in the “ROOM“ zone and issues a
”DOCK“ command. The robot then switches the naviga-
tion algorithm to one that can plan complex maneuvers of
the robot, like the ones based on Rapidly-exploring Ran-
dom Trees [LaValle and Ku, 1999].

A robotic wheelchair with a speech interface that can
understand the user intention in speech using the environ-
mental information obtained from the range sensors is pre-
sented in [T. Iwase and Kuno, 2004]. Even if the user
does not say details and issues a simple voice command,
the wheelchair takes an appropriate action that the user ex-
pects. In our work we provide a task context where all the
possible tasks of the robot can be issued according to the
robot environment. This task context can be modified by
the perception components like the one that detects per-
sons presented in [Xavier et al., 2005].

In project Coyote [Skubic et al., 2004] is presented a
mobile robot that can understand spatial commands and
generate spatial linguistic descriptions of its environment.
It can obey commands like “go to the right of the object”
and describe where objects are relative to itself. In our
system the spatial descriptions are given apriori by tagging
the zones of interest, even if the zone is just the “outside”
of another zone. The direction relative to world objects
can be implemented with a combination of querying the
position of the object and creating a new zone with tags
corresponding to the relative position of the object.

Adjustable Autonomy [Birk and Pfingsthorn, 2006] de-
fines layers of autonomy for interaction with the robots,
where the higher layers mean more decisions by the robot,
e.g. in the bottom layer the user modifies the robot veloc-
ities, while in the above layer the user just gives a target
destination, and so on. This is equivalent in our system to
the user opting to interface with a high-level task compo-
nent or directly with a low-level robot interaction compo-
nent.

System description
The system components can be organized in the follow-
ing layers as shown in Fig. 1 : a cognitive layer that all
robots have access to; a layer to organize the FSG interac-
tion; a layer of robot tasks and behaviors; the world (either
real or simulated) and the Player proxies that represent the
sensors and actuators available for each robot.

The cognitive layer common to all the world agents, is
where the perception of the world is gathered. This layer
is sub-divided in two sub-layers, that are the event layer
and the descriptive layer. The event layer contains com-
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Figure 1: Overview of the framework components. A cognitive layer that is common to all the robots on the top left, on the
top right the components that handle FSG inputs, on the bottom right are examples of robot tasks and on the bottom left is
the robot world, along with the robots sensors and actuators.

ponents that monitor the state of the world and notify sub-
scribers of changes. The descriptive layer as the name im-
plies is used for describing world entities, it describes the
geometry of polygon delimited zones and the tags of the
Object3D entities. These tags descriptions can edited
using the GUI.

The task and behaviors serve to encapsulate low-level
algorithms so that these tasks can be used in batch com-
mands for many robots or just for commodity. For the
execution of tasks the robot access information from both
the robot world, the cognitive layer components and can
communicate with other agents/components.

The robot world layer contains Player/Stage proxies,
such as the map, laser, sonar, position, planner, fiducial,
etc.

Follows an introduction to ERF, and after a more de-
tailed description of the components inside the main lay-
ers.

Introduction to ERF
To glue this layers together ERF is used. ERF provides
basic support for all components can use and is extended
through a component system that is modular, i.e. compo-

nents can be (un)loaded at any time.
Components can query each another for state informa-

tion or execute methods, and also of serialization so that
they can save their states. In order to remove code redun-
dancies, the components are specialized in certain tasks,
e.g. the manager of zones that comprises all the methods
relative to world zones. The queries are made exchang-
ing XML formatted data. When the query reaches a target
component, that component produces an answer, also in
XML, and a report reply that informs if the question was
acknowledged or if any error occurred.

The ERF library also contains OpenGL functions for
drawing the GUI, and use the GUI for interaction with the
world entities and robots.

Cognitive layer

This layer serves to map most environment information
that can be used in robot tasks. It has two main blocks,
one for reporting changes in the world, and the other to
describe the world itself; both are described next.

Manager of tags Every object in the robot world derives
from the class Object3D, which have a member Tags



for distinguishing between different Object3D entities.
Tags are implemented as a list of strings to which can be
applied set theory.

Tags are added either directly by the user using the
GUI - as supervisioned learning - or by scene interpre-
tation components that make use of sensor data to create
an Object3D in the robot world and tag it accordingly to
what the algorithm perceives.

Some examples of tagging are marking a polygonal de-
limited zone with “LOUNGE”, or “STAIRS”, a moving
blob with “PERSON” or something with “TARGET”.

Components of the framework make use of the tags to
interact with the world. Examples of interaction of com-
ponent with the tags are:

• the user says “GO LOUNGE” and the robot drives
there;

• the path planner algorithms avoids the “STAIRS” and
positions the robot near “ELEVATOR BUTTON”;

• a health monitoring component queries the manager of
tags for an Object3D with a “NURSE” tag;

• the battery status monitor along with the wheelchair
weigth monitor issue a method for the robot to drive
to the “DOCK” station to recharge itself;

In order to be used between different applications the
tags provide a discrete classification of the objects. Our
approach is just qualitative, although components can
modify the tags of objects based on any classification or
fuzziness algorithms they implement.

Manager of zones This component is responsible for
delimiting polygonal zones in the robot representation of
the world. Zones derive from Object3D and so they
also have Tags. This component provides the following
services :

• get the center of a zone that contains a certain tag or
combination of tags;

• ask if a certain point lies inside the desired zone poly-
gon to answer the “are we there yet” question that path
planners may query;

• geometry operations like area and perimeter of the
zones;

• serialize a Zone in XML and describe it to other com-
ponents;

• edit zones, either from a XML message from other com-
ponents or with GUI input;

Spatial awareness This component monitors spatial re-
lations between the entities in the environment, i.e. dis-
tances between Object3D or if Object3D are inside
Zones. The idea is to include inside simple “if” condi-
tions relative to positions between the environment entities
and execute methods if they trigger. Other components
register XML messages to be delivered to any components
if events trigger. In order to trigger events the component
periodically checks the positions of the monitored entities.

Situational awareness This component monitors the
environment for generic events, that happen in the form
of new/deleted Object3D or the addiction or removal of
Tags from Object3D entities. An example is a percep-
tion component that will create a “PERSON” Object3D
using the manager of tags, the manager of tags announces
this new Object3D to any components listening for new
Object3D events. A follow behavior component can
then launch, and the “FOLLOW” prefix will be loaded
into the task context. Another more pervasive example
is the monitorization of the health of a person, that in
case the person changes its health from “HEALTHY” to
“SICK”, the component can launch an emergency man-
agement component to handle the situation.

Interaction based on FSG

FSG are the least common denominator between
a speaking-enabled, illiterate, person and a com-
puter/device. Therefore by enabling a FSG communica-
tions such as speech we are maximizing the range of po-
tential users of our system. The FSG layer of components
enable a user to communicate with any number of any de-
vices, which is just by itself a progress since most robotics
research that involves speech just uses the input to posi-
tion the robots. Next are described the components of this
layer: the inputs, the context selector and the task context.

FSG Inputs FSG inputs can come from speech recogni-
tion, keyboard input, or from a scheduler (for scripting).

A Player speech recognition proxy (also contributed by
us) is used in order to obtain utterances from the speech.

The scheduler has the option of sending commands at
specific times in the future. When acting like a FSG
recorder, the scheduler requires a context selector to se-
lect it, so that the user can direct all FSG commands ex-
clusively to the recorder component.

These text inputs are formatted in XML to ease parsing
by sequent input components.

Context selector and ignore mode This component
does two things: 1) turn on and off the ignore mode so
that the user can speak almost freely (except for the word
that starts listening again); 2) establish delivery channels
from the XML inputs to task context(s). The selected task
contexts will receive the XML formatted text.

The selection of task context can be optional if we wish
to work with only one task context (one robot), in this
case there is no need to specify the strings to select and
reset the contexts. Support for multi-casting the com-
mands to multiple robots is done using the words “ALL”
or adding together the ids of components using the con-
junction “AND” word.

The “SELECT” and “IGNORE” words are exclusive to
the context selector, i.e. words that cannot be used in the
tasks context if the context selector component is in use.
Although the user can configure which words he wants to
use for selection and ignoring commands in the configura-
tion file.



Task context The task context component holds a list of
strings that are the prefix of command phrases. A prefix
of a command phrase T = t1 . . . tn is a phrase T̂ = t1 . . . tm,
where m≤ n. When the incoming prefixes matches a pre-
fix registered to a component, the whole command is de-
livered to that component. As example of this, the naviga-
tion component has the “GO TO”, “TURN”, “STOP” pre-
fixes registered, the X10 (home automation protocol) com-
ponent has “LIGHTS” or “DOOR” prefixes registered.

Normally commands to robots are given in the form of
verbs, but because we do not want to limit the way the
system works FSG can have any form of syntax.

Speech Contexts are dynamic, in the sense that other
components can at any time register their prefixes. When
components register their prefixes they receive an unique
id in order to remove that prefix later from the context.
Also external components can check the list of registered
prefixes and components to avoid conflicts that could re-
sult in future hazards.

The interpretation of the meaning of FSG is only done
in the task components. One advantage of postponing the
interpretation of utterances to the task components is in
avoiding the interpretation of phrases representing quanti-
ties to components that do not make use of them.

The concept of context has a broader application than
each robot having only one context. The robot can have
more than one context, where each context corresponds to
a task the robot can perform.

Robot tasks and behaviors
There are at least two ways of writing robot tasks:

1. Write a dedicated component for the task, this will en-
able a fine grained personalization of how the task is
achieved. It allows the C++ language to control the se-
quence of events. An example of this kind of task is the
“WAITRESS” component.

2. Combine existing components functionality with the
events of the cognitive layer to describe new tasks. In
this case the flow of control will be limited by the pos-
sibilities offered by other components. This has the ad-
vantage of not having to understand C++ language, be-
cause the behavior is defined by editing the XML mes-
sages between components. An example of this is the
augmented navigation task.

During initialization the components load prefixes into
the task context component, so they can be addressed us-
ing the FSG. As an example the “WAITRESS” compo-
nent adds the “DELIVER” prefix and the the navigation
component of the augmented navigation task adds typical
navigation verbs like “TURN”, “GO”, “FORWARD”, etc.

Grab and delivery This example component waits for
orders to grab an Object3D in a zone and a delivery to
another Object3D. It subscribes a Player position proxy
in order to carefully approach the item to grab. During
the grab and delivery operation it also contacts other ERF
components, that are : the manager of zones to query the

center of the grab zone; the navigation component to plan
the path and drive to the zone; the fiducial to identify the
item to grab; the gripper to grab the item; and finally the
manager of tags to locate the Object3D to deliver the
item to.

Augmented navigation The augmented navigation is
a combination of a pre-existing navigation component
and a spatial awareness configuration. This spatial
awareness configuration states that if the Object3D
“WHEELCHAIR” is inside the “MY ROOM” Zone, then
it will make available two more zone, the “TABLE” and
the “BED”.

The navigation component provides access to both a
path planner and to a velocity controller that in Player
have two distinct proxies and interfaces. It needs access
to both because the commands delivered to both Player
proxies produce actions that are not mutually exclusive,
like the “STOP” that must be given to both proxies simul-
taneously.

The internal mechanism of the navigation component
is a state machine, where each command will deliver the
mechanism to a corresponding state. Normal position in-
terface commands like “TURN” and “FORWARD” work
as expected. An operation that involves other ERF compo-
nents is the “GO” command that for parameter has the tag
of a Zone in the environment. When the “GO” is issued
this component contacts the manager of zones to query for
the center of a zone with that tag.

Robot world and Player proxies
Our voice recognition system uses the library CMU
Sphinx [CMU, 2001] which means the system is speaker
independent, and does not require training. The robot
navigation algorithm VFH [Konolige, 2000] and the path
planner Wavefront are both provided by Player [Gerkey
et al., 2003]. Player also let us work either in simulation
or in the real-world.

Example of usage
In this section is demonstrated one use case of a user
interacting with multiple robots. The scenario serves to
demonstrate how the concepts exposed in this paper work
together in a unified framework for interaction and cog-
nition. The scenario is of a nursing home with two actor
robots. One is a service robot called ”WAITRESS“ and
the other is the patient ”WHEELCHAIR“.

Because our system does not require the real-world and
the simulation simplifies the reproduction of the experi-
ment we use the Stage simulator [Gerkey et al., 2003] to
provide us with a virtual world with robots and grabable
items that the robots can interact with.

The script of action consists in an a patient in the nurs-
ing home, before meal time, when he ask the ”WAIT-
RESS“ robot to grab him a meal, while he goes to his
”ROOM“, to the ”TABLE“, before meeting the service
robot in the ”LOUNGE“, finally he takes the service robot
to his ”ROOM“, to help him with other chores.



The order of voice commands and the final visual log
of the experiment are depicted in Fig.2. The experiment is
executed as follows:

1) First the user selects the context (in this case a robot)
with id “WAITRESS” and commands it to get a “PIZZA”
from the “KITCHEN”and deliver it to him. 2) The user
selects his “WHEELCHAIR” and asks it to go to “MY
ROOM”. 3) Then is tested the capacity to ignore com-
mands so the user can speak almost freely with other
persons. The robot starts ignoring commands when the
user says “IGNORE” and restarts listening when he un-
derstands “AWAKE”. This way the user can be more con-
fortable speaking with other persons until he is ready to
interact again. 4) When the “WHEELCHAIR” arrives
at the “ROOM” zone, new zones appear automatically,
namely the “TABLE” and “BED”. This was possible be-
cause the spatial awareness component was monitoring
the presence of the “WHEELCHAIR” Object3D inside
the zone “ROOM” and when that event triggered it sent a
XML message to the manager of zones to create the new
sub-zones, and another message to the speech recognition
proxy to add the words “TABLE” and “BED” to its recog-
nition dictionary. This way the speech recognition con-
fusion matrix is reduced by only working with with the
words possible in the current task context. Another advan-
tage is to just load new components and data when they are
needed, depending on the spatial context. 5) the user then
goes to the “LOUNGE” where the “PIZZA” is delivered to
him by the “WAITRESS”. 6) Finally we select both robots
simultaneously and asks them to go to the “ROOM”. The
experiment ends.

Future work
This paper contributes with a new branch of functionalities
to the ERF trunk, which still can be improved in many
ways:

• for a better cognitive interaction with space, the robot
should be able to better perceive itself by means of in-
trospecting the sensors and actuators it has, and the data
the algorithms produce, in order learn to perform new
actions with its hardware;

• allowing the robot to create simulations based on the
current perception it has of the world, so it can “imag-
ine” better solutions for problems;

• it should be interesting to study the possibilities of cog-
nitive architectures such as SOAR [Laird et al., 1987] in
order to execute the two previous suggestions. This can
be accomplished by creating a component that acts as a
bridge between our light-weight cognitive architecture
to the SOAR one. The SOAR architecture can solve
problems in the world that involve state changes, like
opening doors, sorting sequences of tasks to optimize
functions, and other “sokoban”1 like problems.

1a transport puzzle game in which the player pushes boxes
around a maze, and tries to put them in designated locations.

Extend the scheduler with a long-term plan of enabling
oral programming the components via FSG inputs. This
research can be ignited with the following items:

• accept verification of task results, with tickets to check
the task status;

• explore with minimal atomic primitive tasks that can be
repeated and combined to form high level tasks;

• allow the recorder to understand variables and define
methods, that are the result of grouping primitive tasks.
An advantage of this will be that by defining the vari-
ables along with the FSG, task components like the grab
and delivery component, can be made redundant as they
can be represented by a set of primitive tasks.

Suggestions that are easier to implement are:

• explore programming conditions using FSG, starting
with “IF” and “WHILE”;

• implement text completion on the keyboard input;

• study the advantages of having properties, i.e. a data
tuple that maps a text entry to any entry. Properties
which are mostly quantitative description can be harder
to parse but are more precise descriptions of the world
than tags;

• separate the cognitive layer into a global for all the
robots, and a local one exclusive to the robots the user
interacts with, to handle properties like “MY ROOM”
that in a global layer would be “$USER ROOM”.

• transpose the components to the linux desktop, so that
applications can take advantage of speech and text inter-
action, e.g. selecting pixels in image manipulation pro-
grams and say “CUT”, “COLOR BLUE”, or in text ap-
plications to format text like saying for example “FOR-
MAT BOLD”. Also it would be interesting to have a
robot interacting/talking with a desktop computer or
other home appliances speaking between them, either
via voice or by exchanging XML messages. Note that
this is not an attempt at solving the Turing test;

• plan a variety of use cases that will help to emerge some
canonical concepts relative to world description and in-
teraction.

Contributions and conclusion
In this work is introduced an interaction platform for one
user to multiple robots. This platform is multi-modal, and
in this article we describe our implementation of the FSG
inputs and how it copes with a light-weight cognitive layer
for describing and interacting with the robot environment.
The approach of using a dynamic lexicon based on FSG,
and the resulting advantages over traditional static lexi-
cons are discussed.

We describe the design and implementation of the
building blocks that are implemented as components, and
that can be put together to achieve versatile FSG based



interactions. We explain the design of the awareness con-
texts that are essential for the spatial and the situational
awareness of the platform.

In an use case is demonstrated how all these features are
combined seamlessly together to create a dynamic com-
posed human robot interface.

Users and researchers can assign tasks and behaviors
to robots from speech, keyboard, or record scripts of ac-
tions using FSG. Components that execute these tasks and
behaviors wrap low-level algorithms and robot drivers in
order to execute the tasks. These tasks can then be applied
to many robots at once. This feature allows researchers
from other areas that do not deal with low level program-
ming languages to use our software also, as they only have
to learn the high-level operation of components.

The software is available on the Internet for free, in the
miarn [Xavier, 2007] site.
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User Commands

01 - SELECT WAITRESS
02 - DELIVER PIZZA FROM 
       KITCHEN TO WHEELCHAIR
03 - SELECT WHEELCHAIR
04 - GO MY ROOM
05 - IGNORE
06 - STOP
07 - GO HALL
08 - TURN RIGHT
09 - AWAKE
10 - GO TABLE
11 - GO LOUNGE
12 - SELECT WAITRESS 
       AND WHEELCHAIR
13 - GO ROOM

events 1 - 2 events 3 - 9

events 10 - 11

events 12 -13

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 2: The experiment conducted in the stage simulator controlling two robots, the tracks of the robots and the commands
that originated them are listed by order in a). In b) the WAITRESS robot is asked to grab a pizza from the kitchen and deliver
it near robot WHEELCHAIR; in c) the WHEELCHAIR has entered the ROOM and because the spatial awareness layer was
monitoring the “MY ROOM” with instructions for augmentating it, new zones, TABLE and BED are now available; in d)
the WHEELCHAIR leaves the room, the augmented zones disappear; in e) WAITRESS robot is near the WHEELCHAIR
so it delivers the PIZZA; in f) the user asks both robots simultaneously to “GO MY ROOM”; in g) the experiment ends in
the room of the user, once again with the augmented zones.


